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Mean-field approach to ferromagnetism in„III,Mn …V diluted magnetic semiconductors
at low carrier densities
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We present a detailed study, within the mean-field approximation, of an impurity band model for III-V
diluted magnetic semiconductors. Such a model should be relevant at low carrier densities, below and near the
metal-insulator transition. Positional disorder of the magnetic impurities inside the host semiconductor is
shown to have observable consequences for the shape of the magnetization curve. Below the critical tempera-
ture the magnetization is spatially inhomogeneous, leading to very unusual temperature and magnetic field
dependence of the average magnetization as well as specific heat. A metal-insulator transition is also observed,
with a mobility edge inside the impurity band, in agreement with experimental measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diluted magnetic semiconductors~DMS! are semiconduc-
tors of the general typeA12xMxB, where AB is either a
II-VI or a III-V semiconductor andM a magnetic element
most commonly Mn. Substitution of a small fractionx of the
elementA by Mn impurities~and in the case of II-VI semi-
conductors an additional charge dopant, such as P on tB
site! leads to the emergence of a semiconductor with fe
magnetic properties.1 This is due to the interactions of th
S5 5

2 Mn spins~coming from the half-filled 3d shell of the
Mn! with the spins of the charge carriers introduced by
Mn dopants, or by the additional dopant, for II-VI semico
ductors. This opens up the possibility to manipulate~through
doping! not only the transport, but also the magnetic prop
ties of the semiconductor and thus, the potential to deve
‘‘spintronic’’ devices which combine storage~memory! func-
tionalities with information processing functionalities.

The recent demonstration of Curie temperatures of up
150 K in Ga12xMnxAs samples withx'0.05, grown at low
temperatures using molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE!
techniques,2–6 has heightened the interest in understand
the physics of these alloys. By now, it is well established t
the main magnetic interaction is an antiferromagnetic~AFM!
exchange between the Mn spins and the charge-carrier s
As a result, an effective ferromagnetic~FM! interaction
arises between the Mn spins through carrier-induced fe
magnetism. Several theories, most notably Ruderman-Ki
Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY !,7 have been used to explain, withi
a mean-field approximation, this phenomenon. More
cently, dynamic correlations as well as arbitrary itinera
carrier spin polarizations have been included.8 All these
models assume that as a result of screening by charge c
ers, Coulomb interactions become negligibly small and
charge carriers~the holes! occupy a Fermi sea in the valenc
band. This leads to a spatially homogeneous distribution
the holes throughout the entire system and therefore re
in a homogeneous magnetization, in which disorder in
positions~always present in such alloys! plays little or no
role.
0163-1829/2004/69~4!/045202~14!/$22.50 69 0452
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However, Mn impurities in a III-V semiconductor create
trapping potential for holes.9 The associated acceptor leve
are about 100 meV above the top of the valence band,
GaAs, and interactions will lead to their splitting into a
impurity band.10,11 At T50, the holes occupy the states
lowest energy and therefore they first fill the states in
impurity band. Only if the Fermi energy~or thermal energy
kBT) is large enough are states in the valence band occu
as well. It has been found experimentally that these all
are heavily compensated, leading to rather small hole c
centrations, of the order of 10–30 % of the M
concentration.12 The corresponding small Fermi energy im
plies a long screening length for the Coulomb interactio
and opens up the possibility that holes are actually mov
~through hopping processes! in the impurity band formed of
states localized about the Mn impurities. As a result, rando
ness in the position of the Mn spins could be expected
play an important role in defining the properties of the
compounds.

There is strong experimental support for this scena
Low-temperature dc conductivity is consistent with Mo
variable-range hopping behavior.4,13 Photoemission spectros
copy has revealed the existence of the impurity band
Ga12xMnxAs with x50.035 ~very close to the metal-
insulator transition!,14 while scanning tunneling microscop
study15 demonstrates the existence of an impurity band
~Ga,Mn!As samples withx50.005. More recently, a detaile
photoemission study16 for Mn concentrationsx51 –6 %
finds that the Fermi level is always above the top of valen
band of the undoped GaAs compound, clearly indicating
existence of states inside the gap. Finally, recent opt
spectroscopy studies17 show the existence of features in th
optical conductivity consistent with the existence of an i
purity band forx50.0001 andx50.05 samples.

In this paper we investigate, at the mean-field level
simple model in which holes move in a band formed
impurity states, completely neglecting the higher-ene
valence-band states. Since we find typical Fermi energie
a few tens of millielectron volt, smaller than th
;100–200 meV between the impurity band and the vale
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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band, this seems to be a reasonable first-order approx
tion. This model allows us to understand in a rather sim
frame a number of nontrivial effects of the disorder in M
positions on the magnetic and transport properties of th
compounds~some of which have already been reported
Ref. 18!. In particular, we find a spatially inhomogeneo
magnetization, very unlike the homogeneous magnetiza
predicted by models with holes occupying a Fermi sea in
valence band. However, our results show some qualita
agreement~such as very wide distributions of effective co
plings, due to disorder! with more recent work19 on such
‘‘metallic’’ models, which also include unscreened Coulom
interactions between the holes and Mn centers and as a r
are sensitive to disorder in Mn positions. This is encour
ing, as it suggests some convergence of the phenomeno
predicted by the higher density~metallic! models and the
low-density ~insulating! models. Clearly, a full quantitative
understanding of these compounds will necessitate a det
modeling of the impurity band and inclusion of the valenc
band states with proper description of other factors such
screening~on a proper, local scale, taking into account stro
charge inhomogeneities! as well as various defects respo
sible for compensation.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the model Hamiltonian, the self-consistent mean-field
proximation as well as the specific parameters used in
numerical calculations. It is important to emphasize that
though we chose numbers from the literature specific to
GaMnAs problem for illustration purposes, similar arg
ments and physics would hold for other III-V compounds.
Sec. III we present our results. We first analyze the hy
thetical case in which all Mn impurities are ordered in
simple cubic lattice. This allows us to understand the unus
shape of the magnetization curves we obtain. More imp
tantly, it allows us to clearly identify the nontrivial effects o
randomness~disorder! in the Mn positions. These are an
lyzed in some detail and a clear physical picture of th
importance to the problem emerges. We also analyze
metal-insulator transition, the effects of on-site random d
order, as well as other possible interactions. The sensiti
of our results to variations in the impurity band parameter
also discussed. Finally, Sec. IV contains a summary and c
clusions.

II. MODEL

We assume that Mn only substitutes for the group III
ement of the III–V semiconductor with zinc-blende structu
@the effects of interstitial Mn~Ref. 20! is neglected through
out this work#. RW i ,i 51, . . . ,Nd are the random positions o
the Nd Mn dopants. Each Mn impurity is associated with
spin-52 from its half-filled 3d shell. The valence-II Mn is an
acceptor and it can trap a hole in a shallow level, charac
ized by a Bohr radiusaB . Let Nh be the total number o
holes trapped about various Mn sites, andp5Nh /Nd the
relative hole concentration.

Although the charge carriers are holes, in the followi
we use an ‘‘electron’’ formalism: we analyze an equivale
system doped with hypothetical donors, with impurity leve
04520
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below a conductionlike band. The main difference betwe
the two models is~i! the hole spin is3

2 and~ii ! the envelope
wave function of hole has cubic symmetry, rather th
spherical symmetry of a donor. This leads to some quan
tive differences~as has been shown by MacDonald and c
workers for free holes in Ref. 21! but the essential aspects o
the problem, namely,~a! disorder and~b! the effect of impu-
rity potentials, which we concentrate on here, remain s
stantially unaffected.

The Hamiltonian we study is

H5(
i , j

t i j cis
† cj s1(

i
u~ i !cis

† cis1(
i , j

Ji j SW ~ i !

3S cj a
† 1

2
sW abcj bD2gmBH(

i

s

2
cis

† cis

2g̃mBH(
i

Sz~ i !. ~1!

Here,cis
† is the creation operator of a charge carrier w

spin s in the bound orbital associated with thei th Mn im-
purity. The first term describes charge carriers hopping
tween Mn sites, with a hoppingt i j dependent on the distanc
r 5uRW i2RW j u. We use an exponential form like for hydrogen
orbitals22 t(r )52(11r /aB)exp(2r/aB) Ry ~see Appendix
for a justification!. We present detailed results for this cas
however in Sec. III F we discuss the changes that result
other hopping models. From these different cases we dis
the universal aspects of the impurity models. The Rydb
~Ry! equals the binding energy of the charge carrier to
shallow trapEb . The heavily compensated nature of the sy
tem gives rise to random potentials coming from the char
centers responsible for compensation. We model this thro
an on-site random potentialu( i ) which leads to the secon
term in Eq. ~1!. Complete modeling would require a sel
consistent determination of this potential taking in consid
ation screening processes. The third term describes the A
interaction between Mn spinsSW ( i ) and charge-carrier spins
Since the Mn spins are very localized~the 3d shell has a
radius of the order 1–2 Å! the AFM exchange integral is
taken to be of the formJi j 5Juf( i , j )u25J exp(22uRW i

2RW ju/aB), reflecting the probability of finding the charge ca
rier in thes-type shallow level about impurityj near thei th
Mn spin. In this notation,J is simply the AFM exchange
integral of an isolated localized hole centered at a Mn im
rity with the spin of the Mn. The last two terms describ
interactions with an external magnetic fieldH.

A. Mean-field approximation

We treat the AFM interaction at the mean-field level, d
scribed by the factorization23

SW ~ i !•sŴ j→SMn~ i !ŝ j
z1Sz~ i !sh~ j !2SMn~ i !sh~ j !, ~2!

whereSMn( i )5^Sz( i )& and sh( j )5^ŝ j
z& are the expectation

values of thei th Mn spin and of the total spin created b
2-2
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MEAN-FIELD APPROACH TO FERROMAGNETISM IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 045202 ~2004!
charge carriers at thej th Mn site, respectively, and must b
computed self-consistently. For simplicity of notation, w

usedsŴ j5cj a
† 1

2 sW abcj b in Eq. ~2!.
The mean-field Hamiltonian has three parts

HMF5Hspin1Hcc1Hconst. ~3!

The spin Hamiltonian isHspin52( iHiS
z( i ), where

Hi5g̃mBH2J(
j

uf~ i , j !u2sh~ j ! ~4!

is the effective magnetic field for the Mn spin at sitei. The
expectation value for the Mn spins is

SMn~ i !5BS~bHi !, ~5!

where BS(x)5(S1 1
2 )coth@(S11

2)x#21
2cothx/2 is the Bril-

louin function for spinS55/2 andb51/kBT.
The charge carrier Hamiltonian can be rewritten as

Hcc5(
i , j

t i j cis
† cj s1(

is
~e is2m!cis

† cis , ~6!

where

e is5
s

2S J(
j

Uf~ i , j !U2SMn~ j !2gmBH D 1u~ i ! ~7!

is the effective on-site energy. A chemical potentialm is
added to treat the carriers in grand-canonical ensemble.

The charge-carrier Hamiltonian can be diagonalizedHcc

5(ns(Ens2m)ans
† ans , using the unitary transformatio

ans
† 5( icns( i )cis

† . Here cns( i ) is the amplitude of prob-
ability to find a charge carrier occupying leveln with spins
to be at sitei. m is given by

Nh5(
ns

f ~Ens!, ~8!

where f (Ens)5$exp@b(Ens2m)#11%21 is the Fermi occupa-
tion probability of the level (ns). Then, the average spi
created by charge carriers at sitei is

sh~ i !5(
n,s

s

2
ucns~ i !u2f ~Ens!. ~9!

Finally, Hconst52J( i , j uf( i , j )u2SMn( i )sh( j ) contains the
constant terms from the mean-field factorization.

The internal energy isU5^HMF&52g̃mBH( iSMn( i )
1(nsEns f (Ens), while the specific heat of the system
CV(T)5]U(T)/]T. Other quantities of interest can also b
computed.

We solve the mean-field equations~4!–~9! using an itera-
tive algorithm. We start with a guess for the initial config
rationSMn( i ) for each temperatureT of interest~details about
this are provided in Sec. III B!. We numerically diagonalize
the charge-carrier Hamiltonian~6! and find the charge-carrie
eigenvalues, eigenfunctions, as well as the chemical pote
from Eq. ~8!. We then computesh( j ) @Eq. ~9!# andHi @Eq.
~4!#. The new values forSMn( i ) are then obtained from Eq
04520
ial

~5! and the iterations are repeated until self-consistenc
achieved. We define self-consistency as corresponding to
situation where the largest absolute variation of the on-
charge-carrier energiese is @Eq. ~7!# between two successiv
iterations is less than 1023 meV. This corresponds to rela
tive errors of 1025 or less for all computed quantities.

B. Parameters

We consider aN3N3N fcc sublattice of the valence-II
element, of lattice constanta (a55.65 Å for GaAs!, with
periodic boundary conditions. The Mn doping is charact
ized by x5Nd/4N3, leading to a Mn concentrationcMn
54x/a3. The hole concentration isch5pcMn , where p
5Nh /Nd . Values of interest arex50.01–0.05 andp
510–30 %.1,12 The choice of the system sizeN is described
in the following section.

The parameters we use are specific to Ga12xMnxAs. The
binding energy isEb5112.4 meV51 Ry.9 Using the Lut-
tinger Hamiltonian in the spherical approximation we fin
the effective mass for the heavy hole to bemh5me /@g1
2(6g314g2)/5#50.56me , where theg coefficients for
GaAs areg157.65, g252.41, andg353.28.9 This gives an
estimate of the Bohr radius as10 aB5\/A2mhEb57.8 Å.
This is in excellent agreement with another estimate,
tained by assuming that the hole is bound to its impurity
a pure Coulomb attraction, in which caseEb5e2/(2eaB).
Using the valuee510.66 for GaAs leads toaB57.82 Å.
While this agreement is probably fortuitous, similar valu
have been used in literature.4 Besides the Rydberg, a secon
energy scale is provided by the exchange integral. We sJ
53e515 meV, wheree55 meV is the value obtained in
Ref. 9 for the AFM interaction of an isolated hole with th
spin of its own trapping Mn impurity. A factor of 3 is the
simplest way to account for the fact that the heavy ho
have spin projectionsj z56 3

2 , while in our model they are
modeled assz56 1

2 objects. The final parameterW charac-
terizes the on-site disorder due to uncompensated impuri
We assume thatu( i ) has a uniform distribution in a rang

@2W,W#. Following Ref. 10 we estimateW'e2/e r̃ , where
r̃;1/nMn

3 is roughly the average distance between Mn imp
rities. For the typical charge carrier concentration conside
ch51.531020 cm23 and p510%, we find r̃;9 Å;aB ,
which suggestsW;1 Ry. To conclude, in the absence
external magnetic fields the problem has five dimension
parameters:J/Eb , aB /a, nhaB

3 , x, andW/Eb .

III. RESULTS

A. Simple cubic superlattice of Mn

We first consider the simplified case of Mn impuritie
placed in an ordered cubic structure, with a superlattice c
stantaL5a/(4x)1/3. While only concentrationsx for which
aL is commensurate witha would be physically acceptable
we disregard the underlying GaAs lattice in this particu
case. We also set the on-site disorderu( i )50, and turn off
the external magnetic field.
2-3
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MONA BERCIU AND R. N. BHATT PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 045202 ~2004!
For the ordered case, translational symmetry imp
sh( i )5shole ,SMn( i )5SMn for all sitesi of the cubic Mn su-
perlattice. As a result,Hcc is diagonalized with plane waves
and Eqs.~4!–~9! reduce toSMn52B(bJe f fshole) and shole

5(1/16p3)*dkW(ss f (EkWs). The chemical potential is given

by p5(1/8p3)*dkW(s f (EkWs) and the charge-carrier eigene

ergies areEkWs5e(kW )1(s/2)Je f fSMn . Here,kW is measured in
units of 1/aL , and the integrals are performed over the fi

Brillouin zone 2p,ka<p, a5x,y,z. Also, e(kW )

5( iÞ0t(r i)e
irW i•kW andJe f f5J( i uf( i )u25J( ie

22r i /aB, where
the sums are performed over the whole crystal.

The self-consistent values of 0,SMn,5/2 and the aver-
age charge-carrier spin21/2,sh5( ish( i )/Nh5sholeNd /
Nh,0 obtained forx50.0120.05 andp510% are shown in
Fig. 1. The overall signs reflect the AFM alignment of t
charge-carrier and Mn spins. The total magnetization of
sample, obtained by adding the Mn and charge-carrier c
tributions, is similar to theSMn curve, since the number o
Mn spins is 1/p;3 –10 times larger than the number
charge-carrier spins. The magnetization curves do not h
the typical shape of conventional ferromagnets. In fact, e
curve shows three different regimes. Just belowTc there is a
region where neither the charge carriers nor the Mn spins
yet fully polarized. The gapJe f fSMn between thes5↓ and
s5↑ charge-carrier bands increases quickly as theT de-
creases. Since there are fewer charge carriers, they ar
first to fully polarize toshole5psh520.5p. For lowerT, the
Mn spins are in a constant effective magnetic fieldH
5Je f fshole520.5pJe f f . If bH!1, the Brillouin function
may be linearized andSMn;Je f f /kBT ~the Curie law!. This
explains the uncharacteristic concave upward shape of
Mn spin magnetization in this intermediate temperature
gime. Finally, for very low temperatures, the Mn spins a
become fully polarized.

FIG. 1. The average Mn spinSMn and the average spin pe
charge-carriersh5( ish( i )/Nh5shole /p for doping concentrations
x50.0120.05 andp510%. The Mn spin curves have an unusu
shape~see text!. The inset shows the specific heat per Mn as
function of temperature. The lower peak is due to Mn spin fluct
tions, while the upper peak is due to charge-carrier fluctuations
04520
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The inset of Fig. 1 shows the specific heat per Mn imp
rity for the same parameters. In all cases we see two dist
contributions. At lowT, the charge carriers are all ‘‘frozen
at the bottom of thes5↓ band, and all the entropy is due t
fluctuations in the Mn spins. This can be easily checked
computing CV

spins5dUspin /dT, with shole520.5p and
Uspin5^Hspin&, which recaptures the entire lower peak.
higher T values the Mn spins are almost free~the effective
magnetic field polarizing them is very small!, and nearTc the
entropy is dominated by spin fluctuations of the charge c
riers.

As the relative concentrationp increases, one expects th
T below which charge carriers become fully polarized d
creases~sinceEF is large! and the unusual intermediary re
gime whereSMn;1/kBT is restricted to smaller ranges. As
result, the magnetization curves should regain the chara
istic shape of conventional FM. This is confirmed in Fig.
where the average charge-carrier and Mn spins are plo
for p55,10,25, and 40 %.

It is interesting to note that theTc values obtained for this
homogeneous case using the nominal parameters from li
ture are actually in good agreement with experimenta
measured values. In Fig. 3 we plotTc for three GaMnAs
samples,12 which are estimated to havep55 –10 %, in
agreement with our estimates. However, as we show in
following, disorder has a large effect onTc . At the same
time, the mean-field approximation itself underestima
thermal fluctuations, and therefore substantially overe
matesTc .24 We conclude that the good agreement shown
Fig. 3 is likely fortuitous, but it should be taken as an ind
cation that this simple model gives the right order of mag
tude ofTc .

B. Effects of disorder in Mn positions

We now analyze the effects of randomness in the po
tions of the Mn on the shape of the magnetization and
value ofTc . We continue to assume no on-site disorder p

l

-

FIG. 2. The average Mn spinSMn and the average spin pe
charge-carriersh for p55,10,25, and 40 %. The Mn concentratio
is fixed atx50.02. For largep, SMn regains the shape expected f
conventional ferromagnets.
2-4
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MEAN-FIELD APPROACH TO FERROMAGNETISM IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 045202 ~2004!
tential @u( i )50# and zero external magnetic field. Due
positional disorder, the system is no longer homogene
and we have to consider finite-size lattices. We choose
domly the positions of theNd Mn spins and solve numeri
cally Eqs.~4!–~9! self-consistently for each site. The line
size N of the lattice is chosen so as to minimize finite-si
effects. These are monitored through their effect on the m
netization curves~especially onTc) and the total density o
states~DOS!. Finite-size effects become negligible forNh
;50. Sizes studied vary fromN514, Nd5548, Nh555 for
x50.05, toN524, Nd5512, Nh551 for x50.00926.

Equations~4!–~9! generally admit several self-consiste
solutions, depending on the initial values used in the fi
iteration. Forbiasedinitial values, we start the first iteratio
at the lowestT value of interest assuming all Mn spins ful
polarized,SMn( i )55/2; at higherT, we use as initial values
the self-consistent results found at the previous~lower! T
studied. This insures that we find the self-consistent soluti
with the largest possible magnetization. Forrandom initial
values both the magnitude and the sign ofSMn( i ) are chosen
randomly for each site for allT considered. The total mag
netizations obtained in this case are smaller or equal to
maximum possible value~obtained for biased initial values!,
due to the appearance of regions with local magnetizat
pointing in different directions. We investigated over 1
samples of varying sizesN514–24 corresponding tox
50.009 26–0.05 andp510–30 %. In all cases, the most p
larized~biased! state has been found to have the lowest to
free energy in our model. For largerx, we find that most
random initial samples always converge to the biased lim
signifying a more robust magnetization than at lowerx. We
conclude that for this range of parameters the system is
and the biased configurations give the most stable mean-
configurations.

The effects of positional disorder of the Mn on the ma
netization curves are summarized in Fig. 4, which plots
average Mn and charge-carrier spins as a function of t
perature, for four different distributions of Mn spins. All co
respond tox50.009 26 andp510%. The curve with the

FIG. 3. Comparison between experimental values ofTc ~full
circles, from Ref. 10!, and mean-field values for the ordered ca
The good agreement indicates that the parameters used her
reasonable.
04520
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lowest Tc is for an ordered Mn superlattice, withaL53a.
The next curve corresponds to a weak disorder configurat
in which each Mn is allowed to randomly move to one of t
12 nearest neighbors of the underlying fcc sublattice. T
third curve corresponds to a medium disorder configurat
in which Mn impurities are allowed to pick any sites on th
fcc sublattice, as long as the distance between any two
them is at least 2a. Finally, the curve with the highestTc
corresponds to a completely random~strong disorder! Mn
configuration. Figure 4 shows that the shape of the magn
zation curves is significantly changed by positional disord
Tc is increased, while the curves become more concave,
Mn spins not reaching the saturation limitSMn55/2 until
very low T. While this increase ofTc with disorder may
seem counterintuitive, it has a physical explanation. In
disordered sample there are regions of higher local conc
tration of Mn, where the charge-carrier wave functions a
peaked. Thus, the effective interactions between holes
the Mn spins in these regions are enhanced, leading to
increase ofTc . On the other hand, Mn spins in the regio
devoid of holes are only very weakly interacting with hole
and therefore do not order magnetically unless temperat
are extremely small.

This point can be illustrated by looking at a histogram
the total density of charge carriers at sitei, defined as

r~ i !5(
j

uf~ i , j !u2^cj↑
† cj↑1cj↓

† cj↓&. ~10!

Since at low temperatures only spin-down charge-car
states are significantly occupied, we can also interpretr( i )
as being proportional to the effective magnetic field act
on thei th Mn spins@see Eq.~4! for H50]. In Fig. 5~a! we
show, on a logarithmic plot, such a histogram obtained for
random Mn configurations withx50.009 26 andp510% at
kBT/J50.000 6~dotted line! andkBT/J50.6 ~full line!. The
vertical line marks the valuer5p( iexp(22ri /aB) for an or-
dered Mn superlattice. For small concentrationsx the sum is
roughly equal to unity, and the charge-carrier density a

.
are

FIG. 4. The average Mn and carrier spinsSMn and sh for x
50.00926 andp510%. In increasing order ofTc , the curves are
for ordered, weakly disordered, moderately disordered, and c
pletely random distributions of Mn~see text!.
2-5
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MONA BERCIU AND R. N. BHATT PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 045202 ~2004!
effective magnetic field at each Mn site isp andJp, respec-
tively. For the random~disordered! configurations, a double
peaked structure is clearly visible. One peak is centere
'0.6, well above the ordered value forr, and a second
much broader peak centered at exponentially small va
'1022!p. The large values show that some Mn sites ha
large local charge-carrier densities, which strongly polar
the respective Mn spins up to highT, defining aTc much
higher than that of the homogeneous system. The rest o
Mn sites have small charge-carrier densitiesr( i ) and very
quickly become depolarized with increasingT, leading to the
fast decrease ofSMn at low-T values. This phenomenolog
has been recaptured accurately by dividing the spins
strongly vs weakly interacting, depending on whether th
effective magnetic field is larger or smaller than the cor
sponding thermal energy.25 A mix of ferromagnetic/
paramagnetic contributions to theM (H) curves, which can
be attributed to strongly/weakly interacting spins, has a

FIG. 5. ~a! Histogram of log10r( i ) @Eq. ~10!# for random Mn
configuration withx50.009 26 andp510%. Dotted~full ! lines
correspond tokBT/J50.000 6, (kBT/J50.6). The vertical line
marks the value ofr for an ordered Mn lattice. Inset: Same fo
kBT/J50.6 ~full line! andkBT/J51.5 ~dotted line!. ~b! Comparison
between the histograms forx50.009 26~dotted line! and x50.05
~full line!. Both systems havep510% andkBT/J50.000 5. Verti-
cal lines show the corresponding values for the ordered system
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been observed experimentally.26 As T increases tokBT/J
50.6 ~just belowTc for these parameters! and kBT/J51.5
@kBTc /J @inset of Fig. 5~a!#, the double-peaked structure
still apparent, although narrowed and with lower weight
the higher peak. This shows that asT is lowered belowTc ,
the charge-carrier wave functions become more concentr
inside the most dense clusters of Mn, where supplemen
magnetic exchange energy can be gained. This increase
weight of the higherr( i ) peak, whereas further depopulatio
of the rest of the sample pushes the low edge of the dis
bution towards lower values. These variations occur clos
Tc ; for kBT/J,0.3 the distribution is already converged
its low-T shape.

In Fig. 5~b! we compare the low-T histograms forx
50.009 26 ~dotted! and x50.05 ~full lines!. The vertical
lines again show the corresponding values for the homo
neous ~ordered! systems. Forx50.05 the double-peaked
structure is also clearly visible, but the whole histogra
shifts to higherr( i ) values. This is consistent with overa
increased interactions for larger charge-carrier concen
tions. †It is worth pointing that forx50.05 there are sites
where r( i ).1„log10@r( i )#.0…. Since the probability of
finding a hole at any sitep( i )5^ci↑

† ci↑1ci↓
† ci↓&,1, this

suggests that some Mn spins strongly interact with sev
nearby charge carriers@see Eq.~10!#. For x50.009 26, how-
ever,r( i ),1 for all sites, showing that Mn spins interact
most with one charge carrier.‡

Qualitatively similar effects of positional disorder onTc
are found for higher Mn concentrations as well as high
hole densities, although the effects are quantitatively s
stantially less~see Fig. 3 from Ref. 18!. All the curves shown
so far correspond to one particular disorder realization.
the amount of the disorder increases, so do the variat
between curves obtained for different disorder realizatio
In Fig. 6 we show typical results for 25 different disord
realizations forx50.05. These significant variations demo
strate the degree of sensitivity, in this model, to the particu
arrangement of Mn dopants. This is to be contrasted with

.

FIG. 6. Magnetizations for 25 realizations of Mn positional d
order forx50.05. The elongated tails nearTc are due to polariza-
tion of a few very dense clusters of Mn, and should be disorde
by thermal fluctuations.
2-6
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MEAN-FIELD APPROACH TO FERROMAGNETISM IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 045202 ~2004!
results of a homogeneous model which neglects Coulo
interactions, where curves corresponding to different dis
der realizations are indistinguishable~for example, Fig. 2 of
Ref. 21!.

C. Metal-insulator transition

According to Mott’s criterion, a doped semiconduct
goes through a metal-insulator transition~MIT ! for a charge-
carrier concentration given bynh

1/3aB;0.25. ~For compen-
sated systems, the critical density is experimentally found
be somewhat larger.! Neglecting the effects of compensatio
and assumingp510% andaB57.8 Å, the MIT corresponds
to x;0.02. This estimate agrees with the experimental va
of x;0.03.27

A way of finding the MIT is by determining the natur
~localized or extended! of the charge-carrier states near t
Fermi level. This is defined by the inverse participation ra
~IPR! given for each state (ns) by

IPR~ns!5

(
i

ucns~ i !u4

S (
i

Ucns~ i !U2D 2 .

For a state extended over theNd sites of the system, on
expects ucns( i )u;1/ANd, leading to IPR(ns);1/Nd . It
follows that for extended states,IPR(ns) is inversely pro-
portional to the size of the system. For localized sta
IPR(ns) is inversely proportional to the number of site
over which the wave function is localized, and thus indep
dent of the size of the system.

In Fig. 7 we plotIPR(E,s) for a completely disordered
system withx50.009 26 andp510% in the limitkBT→0.
For each system size we study 100 different disorder rea

FIG. 7. Average IPR as a function of energy for subbands w
s5↓ ~full symbols! ands5↑ ~empty symbols! of completely ran-
dom Mn distributions withp510%, x50.009 26, andNd5125
~circles!, 512 ~squares!, and 1000~triangles!. The vertical line
marks the Fermi level. All occupied states are localized. The in
shows the total density of states for the two subbands~arbitrary
units!.
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tions and average theIPR of all the states with eigenvalue
within 2 meV of each other. We show both thes5↓ and
s5↑ subbands for three system sizes,Nd5125,512, and
1000, corresponding toNh512,51, and 100. A large gap o
size 4.2J563 meV opens between the two subbands, a
only states in thes5↓ are occupied at this low temperatur
The states at the bottom of either band are localized, with
IPR independent of the system size. At higher energy, ho
ever, the states become extended, with theIPR;1/Nd . The
mobility edge for thes5↓ band is at an energy of abou
2200 meV. The Fermi level~marked by the vertical line, a
about 45 meV above the bottom of the band!, is below the
mobility edge; this implies insulating behavior, in agreeme
with experimental measurements. However, the IPR of
states at the Fermi energy is less than a factor of 2 larger
the IPR at the mobility edge. This suggests that signific
tunneling occurs between various regions occupied
charge carriers, helping the alignment of magnetization of
the polarized regions. The inset shows the DOS for the
subbands. The DOS has an extremely long upper tail, o
part of which is shown~for discussions, see Appendix!. For
this small p510%, only states close to the bottom of th
impurity band are occupied, justifying the neglect of t
band states. The histograms presented in Fig. 5~a! indicate
that at higherT, the distribution of charge carriers becom
somewhat more homogeneous. This suggests that the ch
carrier wave functions become more extended at higheT,
i.e., the system is more ‘‘metallic.’’ This is in qualitativ
agreement with resistivity measurements27 which show a
larger resistivity at low temperatures than aboveTc for all
low-density samples.

IPR curves forx50.05 and completely random disorde
are shown in Fig. 8. In this case, we use larger size syst
(Nd5548,981, and 1600! to avoid finite-size effects. Again
states at the bottom of either subband are localized, w
states at higher energies are extended~their IPR scales with
1/Nd). In this case, the system is clearly above the me

h

et

FIG. 8. Average IPR as a function of energy for thes5↓ ~full
symbols! and s5↑ ~empty symbols! subbands of completely ran
dom Mn distributions with p510%, x50.05, and Nd5548
~circles!, 981 ~squares!, and 1600~triangles!. The vertical line
shows the Fermi energy, above the mobility edge. The inset sh
the DOS for the two subbands, in arbitrary units.
2-7
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MONA BERCIU AND R. N. BHATT PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 045202 ~2004!
insulator transition, in qualitative agreement with expe
ment. Experimentally it was observed4,13,27that samples with
higher concentrations (x.0.07) show reentrant insulatin
behavior. However, these samples also have a much lo
charge-carrier density. Since thex50.05 system is just abov
the MIT, it is reasonable to assume that a large decreas
the density of charge carriers will move the Fermi level b
low the mobility edge and thus lead to insulating behav
This agrees with recent experiments6 which show that proper
annealing of such samples, which increases their hole c
centrations, leads to metallic behavior.

The fact that these systems are either metallic, or not
far from the MIT, is important for obtaining a largeTc .
Maximizing the critical temperature seems to require a fi
balance: increasing the disorder leads to increasedTc , but
also to increased localization. If the charge-carrier states
come so localized that there is no tunneling in between h
density regions, than the directions of polarization of su
regions become uncorrelated, and the average magnetiz
vanishes (Tc→0).

D. Effects of external magnetic fields

We now consider the effect of an external magnetic fie
in the absence of on-site interactionsu( i )50. We takeg̃
52 for the Mn spins. The precise value of theg factor for
the holes is not important, since we find that the magnet
tion is not changed if we varyg within a reasonable range
This is a consequence of the fact that each hole stron
interacts with many Mn spins, and the external magne
field is just a small perturbation to the effective on-site e
ergy e is experienced by holes@see Eq.~7!#. On the other
hand, the external magnetic field leads to a signific
change in the effective magnetic fieldHi @see Eq.~4!# of
each Mn spin, since each Mn spin interacts with very f
holes. In Fig. 9 we plot the magnetization of a disorde
configuration withx50.05 andp510%, in the presence o
an external magnetic fieldH50,5, and 10 T. The externa

FIG. 9. Mn and charge-carrier magnetizations as a function oT
for a random Mn configuration withx50.05 andp510%, and
external magnetic fieldH50,5, and 10 T. The overall magnetiza
tion is significantly increased at allT.
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magnetic field leads to a significant increase of the Mn s
magnetization at allT, since it polarizes the many weakl
interacting spins. It also leads to a saturation of the mag
tization for temperatureskBT,gmBH, as expected. The
magnetization of the charge carriers is also increased~in
magnitude! in the presence of the magnetic field. This m
seem puzzling, since the external magnetic field should fa
a flip of the charge-carrier spin froms5↓ to s5↑. How-
ever, as the magnetizationSMn( i ) of each Mn spin increase
with H, the effective negative magnetic field felt by char
carriers increases, more than compensating the Zeeman
tribution from H @see Eq.~7!#.

E. Effects of on-side disorder

We now consider the effect of the on-site disorderu( i ) in
this model. While the nature of the heavy compensation
not fully elucidated at this point, it is due to some type
charged defects. These create an electric potentialu( i ) at all
Mn sites. The simplest way to describe it is to assume t
the on-site energiesu( i ) are distributed with equal probabil
ity in the interval @2W,W#. In Fig. 10~a! we compare the

FIG. 10. ~a! Mn and charge-carrier magnetizations for a rando
Mn configuration withx50.05 andp510%, and an on-site disor
der cutoff W/Eb50,0.5 and 1;~b! Magnetization curves withou
~dashed!, and with~full line! an on-site interaction with As antisites
explained in text. Both curves are for the same disorder realizat
x50.009 24 andp510%.
2-8
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MEAN-FIELD APPROACH TO FERROMAGNETISM IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 045202 ~2004!
average Mn and spin charge-carrier magnetizations obta
from a random Mn configuration withx50.05 and p
510%, for various values of the on-site disorder cut
W/Eb50,0.5, and 1. On-site disorder does not affectTc con-
siderably~in all cases we find thatTc decreases slowly with
increasingW) but changes the shape of the magnetizat
curve. It is interesting to note that the magnetization of
sample withW51 Ry varies almost linearly withT. Such
unusual M (T) dependence has been observ
experimentally.4,28

We also investigated a more detailed model for on-s
disorder, assuming that compensation is entirely due to
antisites. If a valence-V As atom substitute for a valence
Ga atom, the two extra valence electrons effectively rem
two holes from the impurity band. If all compensation is d
to such processes, the number of As antisites is given
NAs5Nd(12p)/2. Each such As impurity has an effectiv
charge12e, and will contribute an on-site Coulomb pote
tial 12e2/er for a Mn impurity which is a distancer away.
One could use a detailed formulau( i )52( je

2/er j ,Mn
1(k2e2/er k,As, where the first~second! term describe the
Mn ~As antisite! contributions. A simpler way is to assum
that each As antisite only contributes to the on-site poten
u( i ) of its two nearest Mn neighbors, with the contributio
to more distant Mn sites being screened out by the two n
est Mn sites. The two formulations are qualitatively equiv
lent; we investigate the simpler one. In this case, after
randomly choose locations for the Mn impurities, we sel
random positions on the Ga sublattice for the As antisi
We find the two closest Mn neighbors for each As antis
~each Mn is neighbor to only its closest As antisite!, compute
the corresponding values foru( i ) and then proceed with th
calculation as described previously. Typically, the on-site
teraction in this model leads to a substantial decrease inTc
@see Fig. 10~b!#. Also, the shape of magnetization curv
becomes even more concave and the hole magnetizatio
longer reaches saturation in theT50 limit. We conclude that
on-site disorder leads to an overall decrease ofTc .

F. Beyond the hydrogenic model

As emphasized in the introduction, the impurity ba
model with hydrogenlike, exponentially decaying hoppi
neglects many aspects of the full Hamiltonian for a syst
like Ga12xMnxAs, especially with large numbers of As ant
site defects and/or interstitial Mn defects.20 First, the Mn
dopant is not exactly ‘‘shallow,’’ with a binding energy o
over 100 meV. This suggests that the true wave functio
substantially affected by central cell corrections, which co
affect the hopping integrals considerably. Second, the m
nitude of t(r ) is based on a two-center approximation f
spherically symmetric wave functions~see Appendix!. Be-
sides the obvious complication of anisotropy of the true h
wave function, these could lead to substantial renormal
tion of the effectivet(r ) at the densities of interest, esp
cially at the upper end~few percent!. More microscopic
calculations11 suggest a significant renormalization of the e
ergies within the impurity band, compared to the simple tw
center tight-binding picture. Consequently, we discuss
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effects of changing the hopping parametert(r ) below. The
effect of other approximations made, such as the neglec
carrier-carrier interactions and the valence-band states,
discussed following that.

A decrease of the magnitude of the hopping can
achieved by changing the Bohr radius, or the prefactor
change in Bohr radius is merely a renormalization of t
effective density, while the effect of changing the prefacto
tantamount to changing the exchange coupling in the op
site direction, and then rescaling the temperature scale ap
priately. To study the effects of restricting the hopping
nearby sites only, we investigated a model where hoppin
limited to sites within a radiusr h . One expectsr h to de-
crease with density, so as to maintain a reasonable coord
tion number,z5(4p/3)nMnr h

3 . We use a phenomenologica
formula z512nMn /(nc1nMn), wherenc is the Mn concen-
tration for which the density of holesnMI5pnc corresponds
to the metal-insulator transitionnMI

1/3aB50.25. This formula
has the proper asymptotic limits:z is proportional tonMn at
low density and saturates toz512 at largenMn , whereasz
56 at the MIT.11 We obtainr h52.22aB for x50.009 2 cor-
responding to an averagez54.7, whereas forx50.05 we
haver h51.59aB andz59.23.

Another issue concerns the sign of the hopping integ
In the model studied, all hopping integrals have the sa
sign, namely, the one for which the density of states near
band edge where the relevant physics takes place has a
sition, width, and a mobility edge, in agreement with phy
cal expectations~for more details, see Appendix and Re
29!. However, the real system is heavily compensated
the repulsive potentials due to these compensating cen
may change the sign of some hopping elements. In an e
to see the influence of such effects, we have also stud
models wheret(r ) has random signs.

Figure 11 shows magnetization curves obtained for v
ous models, as described in the caption. Details of the h
ping parameter lead to differentTc ; consequently we show
the data on a scaled plot in terms ofT/Tc . The crucial issue
appears to be the density of states near the Fermi level.
purity bands that are broad have lowTc , while those that are
relatively narrow, as might be expected for centers that h
a strong central cell or on-site exchange energy, have h
Tc . Despite the variation inTc , we find a number of feature
that are generic to all the models studied, as illustrated
Fig. 11:

~a! For eacht(r ) studied,within the mean-field approxi-
mationtheTc of the disordered system is higher than that
the corresponding ordered superlattice, while the magnet
tion at low T ~below Tc/3 or so! is lower.

~b! The magnetization curves obtained with impuri
bands from a set of positional disordered impurity cent
have an unusual concave shape compared to the stan
convex magnetization of most uniform magnets.

~c! There is significant temperature dependence ofM (T)
for T!Tc , unlike in essentially uniform magnetic system
where the magnetization reaches itsT50 saturation value
aroundTc/2 or Tc/3.
2-9
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MONA BERCIU AND R. N. BHATT PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 045202 ~2004!
~d! Some of the unusual features of the Mn spin curv
which determine the bulk magnetization, are seen in the h
magnetization curves as well~see Fig. 11!.

Other approximations made in our study involve negle
ing a number of complications present in the system such
~i! the detailed effects of the compensating centers,~ii !
carrier-carrier interactions, and~iii ! the valence-band state
For ~i! we have considered~Sec. III E! one of the effects,
namely, addition of an effective on-site random potential
the extreme cases where the on-site potential is either un
related, or modeled as being due to a close by As ant
defect. However, the Coulomb potentials from these cen
could also affect the hopping parameters, as we discusse
the preceding paragraphs and in the Appendix. The st
near the Fermi level for the range of concentrations we c
sider are not strongly localized in the model studied, and
fact the actual system is fairly close to a MIT. Consequen
we believe that approximation~ii ! is reasonable. Since
electron-electron interactions are partially screened~see Ap-
pendix!, the simplest description involves an on-site intera
tion U as in the Hubbard model. Within mean-field appro
mation, such a term will increaseTc , since it aids in the
splitting of the up and down spin bands. This expectation
indeed confirmed~see Fig. 12!, with an increase inTc of
about 35% for thex50.01 case and 18% for thex50.05
case for a valueU51 Ry typical for hydrogenic centers a
low densities. This is likely an overestimate, since the eff
tive U near the metal-insulator transition is likely to be r
duced by screening processes.

Finally, we discuss the neglect of the valence-band sta
In this model this is not important, at least at lowT, where
the shape of the magnetization is anomalous and where
mean-field results are at least qualitatively correct. This
because the Fermi level lies;2 –300 meV above the
valence-band minimum, and excitations to the valence-b

FIG. 11. Mn and charge-carrier magnetizations as a function
T/Tc for one random Mn configuration withx50.009 26 andp
510%. Curves are for:~a! hopping between all sites, same-sig
hopping integral (Tc /J;0.6); ~b! hopping only for sites withinr h

52.22aB of each other, same-sign hopping integral (Tc /J;0.2);
~c! hopping between all sites, random-sign hopping integral (Tc /J
;0.12); ~d! hopping only for sites withinr h52.22aB of each other,
random-sign hopping integral (Tc /J;0.2). Sample averaging i
required to obtain smooth curves. For more details, see text.
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states are important only at very high temperatures. It sho
also be emphasized that the impurity states that we cons
are derived from the host band~the valence band for
Ga12xMnxAs). Consequently, if one wishes to include th
rest of the band states of the host, they must be orthogo
ized to the impurity states; this has the effect of pushing
host band even further from the impurity band. In a mo
realistic model, however, this remains an open question.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We studied a simplified model of III-V DMS, with charg
carriers restricted to a band formed from impurity orbitals,
in shallow doped semiconductors. We believe that this i
good starting point, especially for low concentrations, b
cause the high compensation present in these systems
to carrier densities which are not large enough to fully scre
out the Coulomb interaction between the Mn ions and
charge carriers. This is clearly indicated by the met
insulator transition inside the range of dopings of inter
(x51 –5 % Mn).

We first analyze the ordered superlattice, with a homo
neous charge-carrier distribution. We then show that po
tional disorder and on-site random interactions lead to s
nificant changes in the shape of the magnetization and
critical temperatureTc . This enhancement ofTc has already
been confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations, although
overall increase is smaller than predicted by mean field.24 It
should also be emphasized that the exchange coupling
use ~from Ref. 9! is lower than the values used by Ma
Donald et al.8 or Millis and Das Sarma30 to obtain similar
Tc . The reason for this is that our impurity wave functio
are peaked at the Mn sites, leading to greater charge de
at the Mn sites than for host band wave functions.

We have not performed detailed numerical fits toTc be-
cause of a number of factors, such as~a! the complicated
nature of the hole wave functions,~b! uncertainties about the
nature of the compensation processes,~c! uncertainties abou
the precise description of the hopping integral,~d! the under-

f
FIG. 12. Effect of an electron-electron on-site interactionU

51 Ry ~treated within the mean-field approximation! on the mag-
netization curves forx50.01 andp510% ~dashed curve!. Full line
is the same curve, but forU50.
2-10
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MEAN-FIELD APPROACH TO FERROMAGNETISM IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 045202 ~2004!
estimation of the effect of thermal fluctuations by the me
field approximation, etc. One of the robust results that f
lows from our study is that the magnetization curvesM (T)
may vary considerably from the canonical concave dow
ward form seen in practically all uniform magnetic mode
independent of dimension or spin components. Using dif
ent hopping parameters, we find that whileTc changes with
the model chosen, the concave-upward form ofM (T) over
much of the temperature range belowTc is dependent mostly
on the Mn spin concentrationx and the carrier densitypx.
The curves vary from essentially concave functions~as re-
ported in Ref. 1! for large relative charge-carrier concentr
tions p, to almost linear dependence~as reported in Ref. 4!,
to very concave upward functions~as reported in Ref. 12! as
p is decreased. BelowTc , our magnetization curves gener
cally show a fast increase, followed by saturation and th
fast increase again at much lower temperature, simila
reports in Ref. 13. Overall, we claim good qualitative agre
ment with the experimental behavior concerning poss
shapes of magnetization curves, the MIT etc. Our study s
gests that by appropriate tuning of parameters, one may
lor the magnetic behaviorM (H,T) in a manner not possible
in simple uniform magnets.31 We believe that detailed infor
mation provided by experiments~using local probes such a
electron spin resonance and nuclear magnetic resona!
would allow a clearer understanding of the nature of fer
magnetism in these compounds.

Returning to the issue of the magnitude ofTc , we believe
the most important correction to our mean-field result is d
to thermal~temporal! fluctuations, which are not included i
a mean-field treatment. While typical renomalizations ofTc
for uniform ferromagnets range from tens of percent to f
tors of 2 or so, we expect them to be significantly larger
models such as this with great spatial inhomogeneity, wh
percolation aspects have considerable influence. Ind
Monte Carlo simulations24 show thatTc is significantly sup-
pressed with respect to the mean-field value, especially
the lower concentrationsx andp, where the magnetization i
less robust. Different theoretical approaches have also
firmed the increase ofTc with disorder.32 In addition to fluc-
tuation effects, there are interactions not included in
model which may lead to an overall decrease ofTc even
within mean field. One example is the direct Mn-Mn spi
interactions. They are expected to be AFM, as in II-
DMS.33 This may lead to frustration, especially in the hig
concentrations regions~which determine the value ofTc in
our model! where Mn-Mn interactions are the largest. In pa
ticular, nearest-neighbor Mn spins may lock in a singlet st
and therefore not contribute at all to magnetization. Sp
orbit coupling, also absent in our model, has recently b
shown34 to result in anisotropic exchanges which lead
frustration and decrease ofTc .
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APPENDIX THE HOPPING MATRIX

For consistency purposes, we perform a particle-h
transformation, and work in an ‘‘electron’’ formalism. I
other words, we assume that Mn atoms are donors~not ac-
ceptors! and the charge carriers are electrons occupying
impurity band located below the conduction band.

1. General formulation of hopping problem

Consider a system containingN dopant atoms~Mn! lo-
cated at sitesRW i , i 51, . . . ,N, as well as some other type o
charged impurities responsible for compensation, locate
positions RW a , a51, . . . ,Ni . In the absence of electron
electron interactions, the Hamiltonian is

H5T1(
i 51

N

Vi~rW !1 (
a51

Ni

Ua~rW !, ~A1!

where T describes the kinetic energy of the electron, a
Vi(rW),0 andUa(rW).0 are the interaction of the electro
with the i th dopant andath charged impurity. For a single
dopant, the ground state is a shallow level localized about
Mn site, given byHif i(rW)5@T1Vi(rW)#f i(rW)5Eif i(rW).

In an impurity band model, we restrict the Hilbert spa
to that spanned by the ground-state wave functions of
dopants,C(rW)5( i 51

N a if i(rW). The Schro¨dinger equation for
Hamiltonian~A1! becomes

(
j 51

N

Hi j a j5E(
j 51

N

Oi j a j , ~A2!

where

Hi j 5^f i uHuf j&; Oi j 5^f i uf j&. ~A3!

For a random collection of impuritiesOi j Þd i j . Let O 21

be the inverse ofO, andH5O 21H. Now Eq. ~A2! can be
recast in the standard form( j 51

N Hi j a j5Ea i corresponding
to the hopping Hamiltonian

Hhopping5(
i 51

N

Hii ai
†ai1(

iÞ j
Hi j ai

†aj ~A4!

and a wave functionuC&5( i 5
N a iai

†u0&. Here,ai
† is the cre-

ation operator for an electron in the impurity level of thei th
dopant, satisfying the usual anticommutation relatio
$ai ,aj

†%5d i j . The spin can be added trivially.
Thus, the hopping integral between sitesi and j is

t i j 5Hi j 5 (
k51

N

O ik
21Hk j . ~A5!

2. Hopping matrix between two isolated impurities

Consider a system which contains only two identical do
ant atomsH5T1V11V2. Then, the hopping matrix is a
function only of the distanceR5uRW 12RW 2u between the two
impurities given by@see. Eq.~A5!#
2-11
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t~R!5
^f1uV1uf2&2^f1uf2&^f2uV1uf2&

12^f1uf2&^f2uf1&
. ~A6!

For a Coulomb interactionVi(rW)52e2/urW2RW i u, the im-
purity wave function isf(r )51/ApaB

3exp(2r/aB) and the
various matrix elements can be computedexactly

^f1uV1uf2&5t0~R!522S 11
R

aB
De2R/aB Ryd,

^f1uf2&5F1

3S R

aB
D 2

1
R

aB
11Ge2R/aB,

^f2uV1uf2&52
2aB

R F12S 11
R

aB
De22R/aBG Ryd.

~A7!

This givest(R)5t0(R) f (R/aB), where t0(R) is defined
in Eq. ~A7! and the rescaling function

f ~x!5

12
1

x~x11! F11x1
x2

3 G@12e22x~11x!#

12e22xF11x1
x2

3 G2

is such that lim
x→0

f (x)51 and lim
x→`

f (x)5 2
3 .

For a real donor/acceptor, the Coulomb potential is
ways supplemented by a central-cell correction; this sup
mentary potential modifies both the Rydberg and the sh
of the wave function. Thus, the simple formula fort(R)
found above does not generally hold. However, one can
define a Bohr radius to characterize the exponential deca
the true wave function far from the impurity,10 and therefore
one expects exponential decay of the hopping matrix at la
R. As a result, it is customary to use the simplert0(R) as the
hopping integral,11 with the ‘‘true’’ Ryd andaB values. Ob-
viously, the wholet(R) formula can equally well be used
but this leads to only small quantitative differences.

3. Many impurities

In this case, one should obtain the hopping matrices fr
Eq. ~A5!. For N impurities this means computingN(N21)
matrix elements forH andO, a matrix inversion and a ma
trix multiplication. If detailed information about the syste
is known, such a procedure can be followed. However,
systems with considerable uncertainty about the nature o
compensation@the shape and location of potentialsU(rW),
plus the central cell corrections toV(rW)] such a procedure is
not warranted, since the matrix elements cannot be a
rately modeled. Instead, it is customary to uset0(R) to de-
scribe the hopping between any two sites. This prescrip
obviously implies a number of major approximations. Mo
importantly, it completely neglects the existence of the i
purities responsible for compensation@the potentialsU(rW)],
with significant effects, as described below.

Let us assume that the hopping between any two site
indeed given byt0(R), and that the donor atoms are locat
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on a cubic ordered superlattice~there is no disorder!. Then,
the Hopping Hamiltonian is diagonalized by plane wav
leading to a dispersion relation for the impurity band

e~kW !5(
iÞ0

t~r i !e
irW i•kW. ~A8!

For t,0, the lower band edge is atkW5(0,0,0) ~center of the
Brillouin zone! and is given byemin5( iÞ0t(r i). Although
t(r ) decrease exponentially, the number of neighbors ar
increases roughly liker 2 ~surface of a sphere!. Thus, a very
large number of contributions are added toemin before con-
vergence is reached. Numerically, we find that~depending on
x) convergence is sometimes still not reached in syste
with as many as 512 dopants, showing that sizable contr
tions to emin are still coming from even further away site
Summing such a large number of contributions gives a v
negative value foremin ~several electron volt!. The DOS near
this band edge is extremely low, since for any finite but sm
kW , sites for whichrW i•kW.p will contribute with the opposite
sign to e(kW ) @Eq. ~A8!# and will have energies significantl
larger thanemin . To summarize, this means that the botto
of the impurity band has a very long tail down to very lo
energies.

This picture is clearly wrong. Such a big negative val
for emin places the bottom of this impurity band~i.e., the
states occupied by the doping electrons! well inside the va-
lence band itself, as opposed to somewhere inside the
~the gap is typically;1 eV). Even if this problem is disre
garded, if the doping electrons occupy such a long tail
follows that disorder in the dopant positions and/or any ot
interactions have basically no effect on the physics of
system. The reason is simply that the energy scales as
ated with any other interactions/disorder are much sma
than the huge energy scaleueminu, and thus any other inter
actions are in effect tiny perturbations. For instan
disorder-induced localization is expected if the kinetic e
ergy lost by the electron through localization is compensa
by stronger interactions of the electron within the localiz
tion area. Clearly, this can never happen for states in
long tail, where the kinetic energy is so huge that it becom
impossible to overcompensate. It follows that states in t
‘‘impurity band’’ are always delocalized throughout the e
tire system, contrary to physical expectations. Magnetic
teractions such as we consider in this paper will also h
basically no effect on the system. Even in the most optim
case, where all Mn spins are fully polarized, such an int
action only opens a gap on the order ofJS between spin-
down and spin-up subbands. This is minuscule compare
the scale ofemin ~comparable to the Fermi energy, due to t
small density of states! and it will fail in producing any
charge-carrier polarization.

The absence of ferromagnetism as well as the strong s
dependent effects for this model fort,0 has been com-
mented upon in Ref. 35@the absence of localization and of
mobility edge was demonstrated in Ref. 29#; as a result, its
authors advocate that impurity band models are not relev
for study of III-V DMS. However, it is clear that the problem
2-12
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is much more serious, since this analysis suggests tha
impurity band approach should never be used~unlessx is
orders of magnitude smaller than 1%! due to the presence o
this long tail at very low energies. This is an unaccepta
conclusion.

The reason for this unphysical behavior can be ea
traced back to the simplified formt0(R) used for the hop-
ping. This form implies that an electron always feels t
V(rW) attraction from any other dopant site, no matter how
away it is. This leads to the slow exponential decay oft(R),
the resulting slow convergence of the sum foremin and thus
its large absolute value. However, real systems are ele
cally neutral; an electron should feel no overall attractio
repulsions from regions of the sample far from it. Neutral
is achieved by including the effect of the charged~repulsive!
impurities responsible for compensation, as well as the ef
of other electrons in the system. Since bothV(rW) andU(rW)
terms must be included in the matrix elements@see Eqs.
~A1!–~A5!#, it follows that the attraction from a far awa
dopant may be more than compensated for by the pres
of a charged impurity nearby. At the very least, this w
decrease the size of the hopping matrix, but it may well g
it an opposite sign or set it to zero. Also, if an electron
trapped on a far-away site, the attraction potential from t
dopant is canceled by repulsion from the electron. If o
thinks of the effect of other electrons in terms of a screen
of the potentialsV andU, it is apparent that there can be n
hopping to sites at distances larger than the screening len
If we use the Thomas-Fermi approximation~certainly not
valid here!, we find a screening length of the order of 10
for densities of interest; depending onx, around ten dopants
are inside this screening length from any given site and c
tribute to emin . This is a huge change from the more th
500 dopants found to contribute toemin if charge neutrality is
ignored. All these effects lead to a significant renormali
tion of the energy scaleemin to more physical values~a few
Ry! and a corresponding increase of the density of states
the bottom of the impurity band. As soon as this energy sc
takes reasonable values, the system will be strongly in
enced by disorder and other interactions with compara
energy scales.

The question then is how to fix the problem of this u
physical tail leading to unphysical results. As already sta
the computational effort suggested by Eqs.~A1!–~A5!
~which should be supplemented by the contribution of
u

iya

.S
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n
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electron-electron interactions! is not warranted if there is sig
nificant uncertainty regarding the exact nature of the co
pensation processes.Ad hocschemes, such as limiting hop
ping only to nearest-neighbor sites~in the Wigner-Seitz
sense!, have been used in literature,11 but they are hard to
justify quantitatively. As a result, we use a different a
proach. We first note that the upper band edge of the im
rity band does not exhibit this anomalous behavior. For
ordered lattice, this band edge corresponds tokW5(p,p,p),
and contributions from consecutive neighbors toemax come
with alternating sign, leading to partial cancellations. T
sum converges much faster and finite-size effects at this b
edge are absent even for system with as few as 100 dop
~we have not investigated smaller systems!. This partial can-
cellation also leads to a reasonable value ofemax.0, of 2–3
Ry. As a result, in the presence of disorder the states near
band edge become localized,29 and a mobility edge separate
them from extended states close to the center of the b
The DOS and position of this band edge is not much chan
by proper consideration of the system neutrality, since t
influences significantly only contributions from far-awa
sites, which foremax are canceled. In effect, this upper ban
edge has all the correct, physically expected behavior ab
in the anomalous lower band edge. We therefore choose
simplest route to fixing the problem, which is to taket.0.
Inversion of the sign simply interchanges the two band ed
~similar to a particle-hole transformation! and all occupied
states are now at reasonable energies inside the gap a
the vicinity of a mobility edge. Magnetic interactions als
become relevant, as shown throughout the paper.

The final question is why should this simple scheme wo
well. Qualitatively, all the effects of disorder that we uncov
are related to localization of the electrons at the bottom
the impurity band. This is the expected behavior physica
since the system is close to a MIT transition, and it is w
captured in this scheme. As discussed in Sec. III F, otherad
hoc schemes for the impurity band lead to the same qua
tive physics,if the occupied states are near a mobility ed
Quantitatively, there is noa priori reason why the simple
scheme of inverting the sign oft should work best. However
we obtain reasonable~order of magnitude! estimates forTc ,
as well as the position of the MIT, without any parame
adjusting. This encourages us to believe that this simple
purity band model is accurate enough to be used for fi
order computations regarding such systems. Further stud
this problem is being pursued.
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